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The place from Boise offers 17 different meals and drinks on the card at an average price of $8.2. What User
likes about Maru Sushi:

Hands down the best sushi and yakisoba in the Treasure Valley! We hadn 't visited for some time due in part to
covid. Both the food and the service of Sally (our waitress) were phenomenal tonight, and reminded us just how

great of a gem Maru really is! They don 't have a seemingly endless menu of specialty rolls, nor are they trying to
reinvent the wheel . What they do is knock quality out of the park with affordabil... read more. The restaurant

offers complimentary WiFi for its customers, Depending on the weather conditions, you can also sit outside and
eat and drink. What User doesn't like about Maru Sushi:

This is the first time I have ever written a review and I hate to criticize someone’s hard work. This place was
horrible. Really. Their card reader was down so I ran next door for cash.. they comped me the ATM fee which
was fine but the food good heavens is better from a grocery store. If you want sushi that the fish has a fishy

flavor from frozen Walmart “Canada distributors” and the owner being trained by YouTube (... read more. The
catering service is also provided by the restaurant for its guests, on the daily specials there are also a lot of
Asian dishes. Undoubtedly, the highlight of this establishment is the delicious Sushi such as Nigiri and Inside-

Out, and a lot of freshly harvested vegetables, fish and meat are used to cook healthy Japanese meals.
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Appet�er�
GYOZA 6 PCS DUMPLING $5.5

Sush� Roll�
SUSHI

Past�
YAKISOBA

Chicke�
SPICY CHICKEN WINGS $8.0

Specialtie�
TERIYAKI CHICKEN

Nigir� Sush�
SMT (SCALLOP, MAYO, TOBIKO) $5.0

B�e�
TUNA SASHIMI $11.0

�s�
SALMON ROLL

Sonstige�
SASHIMI

Lunc� men�
CHICKEN TERIYAKI LUNCH $7.0

Raw
YELLOWTAIL SASHIMI $12.0

Lunc� Teriyak�
BEEF TERIYAKI LUNCH $7.5

Sush� &amp;amp; Sashim� -
A l� Cart�
HOKKIGAI (SURF CLAM) $4.5

Mak� Sush�
ANGEL OF KISS ROLL MAKI SUSHI $10.0

RAINBOW 2 MAKI SUSHI $12.0

Ingredient� Use�
CHICKEN

TERIYAKI
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